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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a head for kegs of pressurized drinks.

[0002] In the field of drinks distribution from dispensing systems provided with dispensers, the drinks to be distributed, generally carbonated, are contained in pressurized kegs. Such kegs must be connected, on one side, to the drinks dispenser and, on the other, to a line of pressurized gaseous carbon dioxide.

[0003] Carbon dioxide, pressing on the free surface of liquid, causes the liquid to exit from a suction system towards a line connecting to the dispenser. To obtain this dual connection of the keg to the carbon dioxide line and to the dispenser, heads are used which are connected, by means of various types of couplings (for instance, sliding, triangular or bayonet), to the upper face of the keg in correspondence with a shutter. In general the body of the headers for kegs of pressurized drinks has an inlet for a line conveying pressurized carbon dioxide, which is connected in a vertical guide of a piston. Internally to the piston is obtained a duct for the passage of the liquid contained in the keg. The upper end of the piston is external to the guide and bears a rubber-holder or an attachment for the line conveying the drink to the dispenser. With the head connected to the keg, when the piston is raised, its lower end remains distanced from the shutter, which stays shut. When the piston is lowered, its lower end opens the shutter of the keg and is connected to the suction system, whilst, simultaneously, the carbon dioxide can enter the keg, exert its pressure on the free surface of the liquid and thrust the drink outwards. The piston is actuated by means of an operating fork positioned astride the piston and hinged to the end of its two tines on the body of the head at the opposite side of the piston relative to the stem of the fork. The operating fork can be rotated in the plane of lay of the piston, acting manually on the stem. Geometric interference means between the fork and the piston determine the motion of the piston according to the motion of the fork itself. The operating fork can be locked in one of its extreme positions (corresponding to the two extreme positions of the piston for opening and closing the shutter), or released to move the piston.

[0004] Heads for kegs of pressurized drinks are known in which a knob, inserted coaxially on the stem, is operatively connected to a pin that is partially internal and coaxial to the stem. The pin projects towards the tines of the fork. On the body of the head, in correspondence with the two extreme positions of the operating fork, two seats for the insertion of the pin are obtained. Pulling the knob along the axis of the stem, therefore, it is possible to disengage the pin from the first (or from the second) seat and move the fork to the second (or to the first) seat. Elastic contrast means cause the pin to engage in this latter second (or first) seat, locking the operating fork again.

[0005] The heads described above have some drawbacks. The operation is awkward, because, in order to overcome the force of the elastic contrast means and disengage the pin, the knob must be moved away from the body of the head along the axis of the stem of the operating fork. Moreover, between the knob and the pin, mechanical backlashes are present (or easily emerge with use) that can make imprecise the operation of the device.

[0006] Also known are heads for kegs of pressurized drinks, in which the stem of the operating fork is constituted by a substantially rectilinear box element, whose cross section is shaped substantially as an inverse "U". In the stem, in correspondence with the body of the head, is partially inserted and hinged an end of an operating lever, which is also box-like, substantially rectilinear and with a length comparable to that of the stem, having "U" shaped cross section opposite that of the stem. The lever and the stem are kept mutually diverging by elastic contrast means and define, in proximity to the hinge, a mortise for the insertion of a tenon integral with the body of the head. At rest, the distance between stem and lever progressively grows moving away from the body of the head.

[0007] When the lever is set down on the tenon, the operating fork is rotated upwards, the piston is raised and the shutter is closed. When the tenon is inserted in the mortise, the operating fork is rotated downwards, the piston is lowered and the shutter is open. To move from one position to the other, the operating lever has to be disengaged from the tenon. This can be done by simultaneously gripping and mutually approaching the stem and the operating lever in opposition against the action of the elastic contrast means.

[0008] Although it allows for a better grip and a more agile manoeuvre, this type of heads for kegs of pressurized drinks, however, is also not free of drawbacks.

[0009] During the motion of the lever relative to the stem, which is necessary to operate the fork and hence the piston, the palm of the operator's hand and his/her fingers are exposed to the free edges of the box elements constituting the lever and the stem where the lever at least partially telescopes into the stem thereby giving rise to scissors, with the consequent risks of cuts or wounds to the operator.

[0010] Document EP 0 745 556 A discloses a head for kegs of pressurized drinks, which is conform to the preamble of claim 1, which comprises a body provided with means for coupling to a keg containing a drink. A piston, provided with an inner duct for the passage of the drink contained in the keg, is movable, coaxially to a guide obtained in the body, between a first lowered position for opening a shutter of the keg and a second raised position for closing the shutter. The movement of the piston between the first and the second position is actuated by a fork, situated astride the piston itself and pivotally engaged, at the end of its two tines, to the body of the head at the opposite side of the piston relative to
the stem of the fork. A lever for actuating the fork is hinged on the stem, to allow the stabilisation of the operating fork in the first and in the second position of the piston by means of the jamming of an end of the lever on a fixed abutment. The operating lever and the stem define in combination a handle for the operating fork.

[0012] The aim of the present invention, which is achieved by the features of claim 1, is to overcome the aforesaid drawbacks, making available a head for kegs of pressurized drinks which allows easily to open and close the shutter without any hazards of wounds or cuts to the operator's hands.

[0013] Another aim of the present invention is to make available a head for kegs of pressurized drinks that is ergonomic and convenient to use.

[0014] These aims and others beside, which shall become more readily apparent from the description that follows, are achieved, in accordance with the present invention, by a head for kegs of pressurized drinks as described in the accompanying claims.

[0015] The invention is disclosed in greater detail hereafter with the aid of the drawings, which show an embodiment provided purely by way of non limiting example.

- Figures 1 and 2 show a perspective schematic view of a head of the invention respectively with the piston in the position for opening and closing the shutter;
- Figures 3 and 4 show median vertical section views corresponding respectively to Figures 1 and 2;
- Figures 5 and 6 show lateral views corresponding respectively to Figures 1 and 2;
- Figure 7 shows a plan view of the subject invention shown in Figure 5.

[0016] With reference to the figures, the number 1 indicates a head for kegs of pressurized drinks of the type comprising a body 2, provided with means 3 for coupling to a keg (not shown) containing a drink. Said means can be constituted by a triangular, sliding or (as shown in the figures) bayonet coupling, depending on the type of attachment present on the keg. A piston 4 is provided with an internal duct for the passage of the drink contained in the keg and is movable, coaxially to a guide 40 obtained in the body 2, between a first lowered position for opening a shutter of the keg and a second raised position for closing the shutter. A fork 5 for actuating the piston 4 between the first and the second position is positioned astride of the piston 4 itself and pivotally engaged, at the end of its two tines 50, on the body 2 of the head 1 at the opposite side of the piston 4 relative to a stem 6 of the fork 5. Geometric interference means between the fork 5 and the piston 4 cause the piston 4 to move according to the motion of the fork 5.

[0017] The operating fork 5 can be locked in one of its two extreme positions (corresponding to the two extreme position of the piston 4 for the opening and closing of the shutter), or freed to move the piston 4. A lever 7 for actuating the fork 5 is hinged on the stem 6, is subject to elastic means 71 tending to make it rotate in the opposite direction from that of actuation and allows the stabilisation of the operating fork 5 in the first and in the second position of the piston 4, by the jamming of an end 72 of the lever 7 on at least a fixed abutment 8. The disengagement of the end 72 of the lever 7 from the jamming on the fixed abutment is obtained by pulling the lever 7 towards the stem 6 in opposition against the action of the elastic means 71.

[0018] The operating lever 7 and the stem 6 define in combination a handle 66 for the operating fork 5 and, characteristically, are shaped in such a way that, at least bilaterally to the handle 66, in correspondence at least with the lower segment 67 of the handle 66 where the first three fingers of the hand that sustains the handle 66 act, there are not openings with variable port during the actuation of the lever 7. The operator's hand, therefore, is always protected.

[0019] Furthermore, free upper edges 73 of the lever 7 constantly remain, during its actuation, inside the volume of the stem 6, in correspondence with a cavity 9 complementary to the contour of the lever 7. In this way, the operator's hand is not exposed to hazardous free edges acting like the blades of a pair of scissors.

[0020] Moreover, the stem 6, in correspondence at least with the lower segment 67 of the HANDLE 66 where the first three fingers of the hand that sustains the handle 66 act, has closed conformation and the lever 7 is reduced to a simple trigger 10, which can be operated with the index finger of the hand.

[0021] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, at least the lower segment 67 of the HANDLE 66, where the first three fingers of the hand that sustains the handle 66 act, is contoured anatomically. The grip and manipulation of the operating fork 5, therefore, is greatly facilitate D and wholly safe.

[0022] In addition, advantageously, the stem 6, in addition to being inferiorly shaped in anatomical fashion, blends with the trigger 10, which in turn is shaped in naturally anatomical fashion for accommodating the index finger.

[0023] Advantageously, moreover, the trigger 10 has, anteriorly to its rotating hinge 11, a hollow projection 12, to lock in stable but removable fashion the piston 4 in the first position by inserting the fixed abutment 8 inside it, as well as to lock in stable but removable fashion the piston 4 in the second position by contrast setting on the fixed abutment 8.

[0024] Advantageously, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, the stem 6 comprises a core 68 and two outer shells 69, 70; removably fastened to each other and to the core 6. The outer shells 69 and 70 can be made of plastic material.

[0025] The operation of the invention is as follows. Once the head 1 is coupled to the keg, it is connected to a line for conveying carbon dioxide (not shown) and
1. A head (1) for kegs of pressurized drinks of the type comprising:

- a body (2), provided with means (3) for coupling to a keg containing a drink;
- a piston (4) provided with an inner duct (41) for the passage of the drink contained in the keg and movable, coaxially to a guide (42) obtained in the body (2), between a first lowered position for opening a shutter of the keg and a second raised position for closing the shutter;
- a fork (5) for actuating the piston (4) between the first and the second position, situated astride the piston (4) itself and pivotally engaged, at the end of its two tines (51), to the body (2) of the head (1) at the opposite side of the piston (4) relative to a stem (6) of the fork (5);
- a lever (7) for actuating the fork (5) hinged on the stem (6), to allow the stabilisation of the operating fork (5) in the first and in the second position of the piston (4) by means of the jamming of an end (72) of the lever (7) on at least a fixed abutment (8);

the operating lever (7) and the stem (6) defining in combination a handle (66) for the operating fork (5), characterised in that:

- the stem (6) has a closed conformation in correspondence with at least a lower segment (67) of the handle (66) where the first three fingers of the hand that sustains the handle (66) act;
- the lever (7) is reduced to a simple trigger (10) which can be operated with the index finger of the hand and is subject to elastic means (71) tending to make it rotate in a direction opposite to the direction of actuation;
- free upper edges (73) of the lever (7) constantly remain, during operation of the lever (7), inside the volume of the stem (6), in correspondence with a cavity (9) complementary to the contour of the lever (7); no openings with variable port being present, at least bilaterally to the handle (66), in correspondence with at least the lower segment (67) of the handle (66) where the first three fingers of the hand that sustains the handle (66) act, during the operation of the lever (7).

2. A head as claimed in claim 1, characterised in that at least the lower segment (67) of the handle (66), where the first three fingers of the hand that sustains the handle (66) act, is shaped anatomically.

3. A head as claimed in claim 1, characterised in that the stem (6) is inferiorly shaped anatomically and blends with the trigger (10) which in turn is shaped in naturally anatomical fashion to accommodate the index finger.

4. A head as claimed in claim 3, characterised in that the trigger (10) has, anteriorly to a rotation hinge (11), a hollow projection (12) to lock in stable but removable fashion the piston (4) in its first position by means of the insertion of the fixed abutment (8) in its interior, as well as to lock in stable but removable fashion the piston (4) in the second position by contrast setting down on the fixed abutment (8) itself.

Patentansprüche

1. Ausgabekopf (1) für unter Druck stehende Getränkefässer, vom Typ enthaltend:

- eine Kegelabdeckung (1) für Druckgetränke der Art;
- eine Nippelabdeckung (1) für Druckgetränke der Art;
- eine Kegelabdeckung (1) für Druckgetränke der Art;
- eine Nippelabdeckung (1) für Druckgetränke der Art;
- einen Körper (2), versehen mit Mitteln (3) zum Anschluss an das ein Getränk enthaltende Fass;
- einen Kolben (4), versehen mit einer internen Leitung (41) für den Durchlauf des in dem Fass enthaltenen Getränkes, der koaxial zu einer in dem Körper (2) erhaltenen Führung (42) be- weglich ist, und zwar zwischen einer ersten unter- teren Position zum Öffnen eines Verschlusses des Fasses und einer zweiten angehobenen Position zum Schliessen des Verschlusses;
- eine Gabel (5) zum Betätigen des Kolbens (4) zwischen der ersten und der zweiten Position, angeordnet rittlings auf dem Kolben (4) selbst und am Ende ihrer beiden Zinken (51) drehbar an den Körper (2) des Kopfes (1) angeschlos- sen, und zwar auf der entgegengesetzten Seite des Kolbens (4) im Verhältnis zum Schaft (6) der Gabel (5);
- einen Hebel (7) zum Betätigen der Gabel (5), der an den Schaft (6) angelenkt ist, um mit Hilfe des Festklemmens von einem Ende (72) des Hebels (7) an wenigstens einem feststehenden Anschlag (8) die Stabilisierung der Betriebsga- bel (5) in der ersten und in der zweiten Position des Kolbens (4) zu erlauben;

wobei der Betätigungshebel (7) und der Schaft (6) in Kombination miteinander einen Griff (66) zum Be- tätigen der Gabel (5) bilden, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
- dass der Schaft (6) an wenigstens einem un- teren Segment (67) des Griffes (66) geschlos- sen ausgebildet ist, wo die ersten drei Finger einer Hand, welche den Griff (66) hält, wirken;
- dass der Hebel (7) aus einem einfachen Aus- löser (10) besteht, welcher mit dem Zeigefinger der Hand betätigt werden kann und elastischen Mitteln (71) unterliegt, die ihn in einer Richtung entgegengesetzt zu der Betätigungsrichtung drehen;
- dass die freien oberen Kanten (73) des Hebels (7) während der Betätigung des Hebels (7) ständig innerhalb des Abmessungsbereiches des Schaftes (6) bleiben, und zwar in einer Ver- tiefung (9), die ergänzend zu der Kontur des Hebels (7) ist;
- dass wenigstens beiderseits des Griffes (66) und wenigstens an dem unteren Segment (67) des Griffes (66), wo die ersten drei Finger der Hand, welche den Griff (66) hält, während der Betätigung des Hebels (7) wirken, keine Öff- nungen von veränderbarer Weite vorhanden sind.

2. Ausgabekopf nach Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass wenigstens das untere Seg- ment (67) des Griffes (66), wo die ersten drei Finger der Hand, welche den Griff (66) hält, wirken, anato- mismus ausgebildet ist.

3. Ausgabekopf nach Patentanspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Schaft (6) im unteren Teil an- atomisch ausgebildet ist und sich an den Auslö- ser (10) anschliesst, welcher wiederum auf eine na- türliche anatomische Weise geformt ist, um den Zei- gefinger aufzunehmen.


Revendications

1. Une tête (1) pour fûts de boissons sous pression, du type comprenant:
- un corps (2), pourvu de moyens (3) d’accouple- ment à un fut contenant une boisson;
- un piston (4) pourvu d’un canal interne (41) pour le passage de la boisson contenue dans le fut et mobile, de manière coaxiale à un guide (42) obtenu dans le corps (2), entre une pre- mière position abaissée pour l’ouverture d’un obturateur du fut et une seconde position sou- levée pour la fermeture de l’obturateur;
- une fourche (5) pour actionner le piston (4) en- tre la première et la seconde position, située à cheval du piston (4) lui-même et engagée en rotation, à l’extrémité de ses deux dents (51), sur le corps (2) de la tête (1) sur le coté opposé du piston (4) par rapport à la tige (6) de la four- che (5);
- un levier (7) pour actionner la fourche (5) fixé sur la tige (6), pour permettre la stabilisation de la fourche (5) opérative dans la première et dans la seconde position du piston (4) au moyen d’une extrémité (72) du levier (7) sur au moins une butée (8) fixe; le levier opératif (7) et la tige (6) définissant en combinaison une poignée (66) pour la fourche opérative (5), carac- térisée ne ce que:
- la tige (6) présente une conformation fermée en correspondance d’au moins un segment infé-
rieur (67) de la poignée (66) où agissent les premiers trois doigts de la main qui soutiennent la poignée (66);
- le levier (7) est réduit à une simple gâchette (10) pouvant être actionnée avec l'index de la main et est sujet à des moyens élastiques (71) tendant à le faire pivoter dans une direction opposée à la direction d'actionnement;
- les bords libres supérieurs (73) du levier (7) restent constamment, pendant l'actionnement du levier (7), à l'intérieur du volume de la tige (6), en correspondance d'une cavité (9) complémentaire à la forme du levier (7);

aucune ouverture avec orifice variable n'étant présente, au moins bilatéralement à la poignée (66), en correspondance d'au moins le segment inférieur (67) de la poignée (66) où agissent les trois premiers doigts de la main qui soutiennent la poignée (66), pendant l'actionnement du levier (7).

2. Une tête selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce qu'au moins le segment inférieur (67) de la poignée (66), où agissent les trois premiers doigts de la main qui soutiennent la poignée (66), est confor-mé anatomiquement.

3. Une tête selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que la tige (6) est inférieurement formée anatomiquement et raccorde à la gâchette (10) qui elle aussi est formée de manière anatomiquement naturelle pour accueillir l'index.

4. Une tête selon la revendication 3, caractérisée en ce que la gâchette (10) présente, antérieurement à une charnière de rotation (11), une saillie creuse (12) pour bloquer de manière stable mais amovible le piston (4) dans sa première position au moyen de l'insertion de la butée fixe (8) en son intérieur, comme pour bloquer de manière stable mais amovible le piston (4) dans la seconde position par contraste en appui sur la butée (8) fixe elle-même.